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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to outline the installation of the Tagmarshal 2WAY 7inch GPS screen, onto Yamaha golf
carts. It is noted that golf cart specifications may vary depending on the model and year of manufacture, however, the
method for the installation remains largely consistent.
Contents:
1. Overview and summary of work
2. Part list
3. Installation tools & components
4. Introduction of Tagmarshal unit and cart unit
5. Installation method - step by step
6. Post-installation checklist and quality control
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1: OVERVIEW AND SCOPE OF WORK
●

Tagmarshal 2WAY 7inch GPS screen

●

Installed onto front, left (in driving direction) upright of cart

●

48V or 12V to 5 Volt reducer & wiring harness (Depending on Gas or Electric Cart) which is run inside the drivers
side upright and connected to the ignition switch of the Yamaha cart. IMPORTANT - the harness should be
connected to the ignition engaged positive and the unit should ONLY have power when the ignition switch is in
the ON position.

●

OPTIONAL: At specified sites, Installation of a GPS antenna receiver and radiating booster is necessary - ONLY
at sites where GPS accuracy is low.

OPTIONAL - GPS ANTENNA BOOSTER
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2: Parts list
Summary
-

Tagmarshal will send the following parts per cart to each job site, for arrival prior to the installation
commencement date.
Amount indicated per cart. Regular cart fleets sizes are between 50-70 carts per course.

Amount

Item detail

Image

1

Tagmarshal 2Way 7inch
Assembled and tested screen unit in
outdoor housing - rubber cover/sleeve, front
& back casing
sim card inserted
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1

12v-5v last yard converter (pre-installed
into case and sleeve of the 7inch 2Way
tablet (above). Pre Fitted with quick connect
(female side) for easy connection to the
wiring harness.

1

48v to 12v step down converter (Electric
Only)
Pre-assembled with:
2x 12mm split Ring connectors
3.5yd / 3.2m power wiring cable with
male quick connect for connection to the
12v-5v last yard converter (above)

1

OPTIONAL EXTRA: GPS antenna receiver
block & cable (3m)

1

OPTIONAL EXTRA: Radiating booster
block & power cable

1

Drivers side pole mount bracket

+
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2

M5 Allen button head screws
Stainless steel, M5 x 40mm (bracket to side
pole)

2

Washers
Stainless steel, M5, 15mm diameter
(bracket to side pole)

2

M5 Lock nuts
Stainless steel, M5 (bracket to side pole)

4

M4 Allen button head screws
Stainless Steel, M4 x 10mm,
Allen button head screw (screen to
bracket)

4

Spring washers
Stainless steel M4 (screen to bracket)

Bulk

Screw nut to install step down converter

Bulk

Double sided foam tape

Bulk

Roll of cable sleeves

Bulk

Insulation tape

Per
installation
team
Pole mount dril location template (Set
x2
Square)
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3: INSTALLATION TOOLS
Summary
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cordless drill
Power drill and extension
Spring steel / fish tape - for wire pulling
Socket spanner set
Spanner set
Methylated spirits / cleaning spirits
Knife cutter
Set of screwdrivers
Amp meter
Pliers
Side Cutter pliers
Crimper

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Long nose pliers
Allen key set
Allen key set screw bits
Claw hammer
GORILLA - Super Glue Gel
Glue gun
Work bench (preferred)
Clamp to hold template
White or Silver sharpie / permanent marker
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4: UNIT INTRODUCTION
4.1 TAGMARSHAL 2 WAY 7Inch

4.2 Yamaha Cart
●

2 seater cart

●

Cart Dashboard (removed)
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5: Installation GUIDE
Link to installation video - https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A5mCxJqa1leJ89-AcfhiG84ZQPhMoppq/view?usp=sharing

STEP 5.1: Select bracket position & Drill holes
-

VIDEO REF: 0:00 to 0:57
On the drivers side roof upright, select the optimal position for the bracket - APPROXIMATELY 15 CM / 5 inches
below the roof
Use the bracket and a permanent marker (white or silver) to pre mark the drill holes
Drill a pilot hole using a 3mm 1/8inch) steel drill bit
Drill the final hole using a 5mm steel drill bit

STEP 5.2: identify the optimal method to run your cable
In order to reduce the amount of visible power cable (for a professional look and feel), it is important to consider
where your power cable will exit the roof upright. There are two methods you too consider;
Option 1 - The first is to pull the cable up and out of the opening at the end of the roof upright, then fold it back and run it
(hidden underneath the roof for a section) to plug into the ‘last yard’ connector (coming out of the tablet) running
up the pole.
- This will allow you to run the ‘last yard’ cable (attached to the screen) up the upright and to position the small
black voltage reducer out of site under the roof.
- Fix the voltage reducer to the upright using super adhesive gel and a cable tie (as high up the pole as possible).
- Please note that if this method is selected, you will need to perform step 5.5 of this process NOW.
Option 2 - image here
- Drill an exit hole for the power cable on the inside of the roof upright (large enough for the connector to fit through)
- The hole should be adjacent to where the bracket is attached. This will allow you to pull the power cable straight
out of the upright (facing into the cart).
- The downside of this method is that the voltage reducer needs to be mounted to the bottom of the bracket behind
the tablet. Secondly there will be excess cable and the ‘last yard’ cable length may need to be wound around the
bracket arm (somewhat ungainly and unprofessional - not the optimal solution). If possible, push the connector
and the extra cable back into the upright (Mounting the tablet is step 5).

STEP 5.3: run wiring down the driver’s side roof upright, attach bracket
-

VIDEO REF: 0:58 to 1.:40
Remove the bolts holding the windshield and upright to the cart. This will make it easier for you to run your cable
Remove the bumper panel
Using steel running wire (fishing wire) pull the wiring cable up the drives upright and out the top of the pole or the
hole you created in step 1.
Replace the bolts you removed above and secure the bumper panel
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-

VIDEO REF: 1.:40 to 2:06
Now that the cable is in place, you can attach the bracket using the correct bolt, washer and nuts (M5x40mm, M5
Washer and M5 nyloc nut. ALWAYS STAINLESS STEEL)

STEP 5.4: remove dashboard cover, pull & secure power cable and attach to power souce
-

-

-

VIDEO REF: 2:06 to 3:09
Undo the screw in the center of the dashboard (outer rim). Once out, remove the dashboard cover (unclip and
pull).
Pull the power cable into the space underneath and secure with a cable-tie.
Strip the end of the power cable, identifying the white and the black cables
POSITIVE (Red wire)
On the back of the ignition switch, identify the power OUT (i.e.current flows when the ignition switch is ON /
ENGAGED). We only want the tablet to turn on and draw power when the cart is active.
Connect the RED cable to this very securely. Not that if a solid connection is not ensured, the tablet will cause
arcing of the ignition switch which will result in a burn out. It is very important that attention is given to this step.
GROUND (White wire)
Ground the WHITE cable to your most suitable point. Note that this cannot be found on the back of the ignition
switch.
On a gas installation the frame of the cart can be used (as in the video). However, most modern Yamaha carts
have a battery indicator lite that will have a black negative which can be used very effectively.

-

Be sure to test that the screen turns on fully. Make sure that it doesn’t switch on for a second and then go out.
When the cart ignition is engaged the screen will very quickly increase is battery %.

-

Finally, ensure that ANY EXTRA power cable is coiled and secured firmly with a cable tie.
Return the dashboard and tighten the screw firmly.

STEP 5.5: Mount the Tablet and tighten swivel screws
VIDEO REF: 3:10 to end
●
●
●
●

Once your tablet is mounted on the bracket plate (M4 x10mm, M4 split washer Washer. ALWAYS STAINLESS
STEEL). Attached the bracket plate to the already mounted bracket.
Ensure that the bracket screws that allow the screen to tilt up and down, and left to right are tight BUT allow some
movement.
Connect your last yard connector, being sure to secure the cable into the bracket arm using small cable ties (allow
enough slack on the last yard for the bracket to .See a picture of how this can be done here.
If there is extra slack on the last yard cable, push this into the frame. Ideally you do not want any additional cable
visible.
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6: post Installation checks
Best Practice Tip - NB: Carts on the course will be coming in and out of the cart barn as they are used, it is,
therefore, best to install devices and then immediately run checks on the device. If the device has been installed
and checks have not been done - the cart may go out onto the course for a round and it may not be available
again for you to later run the checks.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Confirm that the device powers up when the ignition of the cart is engaged.
Boot up takes 90 - a loading logo will appear (Tagmarshal then Android).
The Tagmarshal app will automatically load if it doesn’t please click the Tagmarshal logo.
You should land on a preloaded course map.
Confirm connectivity to the cellular network - The unit should already be connected to a local cellular network.
To check this, press the circle button in the bar at the bottom of the screen, then check the network status on the
top right-hand corner. You will see the letters 4G and the network name when the unit connect is connected.

●

If the tablet is not connected to a network you will see a ‘stop sign’ circle,
There are a number of reasons
this could be the case;
- The screen sim cards may not have been pre-activated and/or calibrated for the region they are in.
Action: Contact the Tagmarshal control room - they will immediately activate the sims.
- The Tablet settings may not be correct.
Action: Contact the Tagmarshal control room - they will immediately activate the sims.
AFTER COMPLETING YOUR FIRST TWO CARTS, PLEASE TAKE A VIDEO OF THE INSTALLATION AND
SEND IT TO TAGMARSHAL CONTROL FOR VERIFICATION. A FINAL QUALITY CHECK WILL BE DONE, ON
THE VIDEO AS WELL AS THE BACKEND OF THE SYSTEM!
ONCE RECEIVED, CONTINUE ON AND BUILD OUT THE REST OF THE CART FLEET COMPLETING YOUR
ONLINE JOB CARD AS YOU GO.

●
●

N.B. FINAL STEPS FOR COMPLETION:
Once all the screens have been installed, submit the online JOB CARD.
Tagmarshal control room will run a final diagnostic check and sign off on connectivity and set up.

WELL DONE!
you have successfully completed the installation of your Tagmarshal 2way screen.
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